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I will tell you of my life’s journey in how I came to know Jesus Christ as the True Living God. 

MY CHILDHOOD BELIEF OF GOD   

As a little child I believed in Jesus as a man who did miracles and He died on a cross for us.  

One day at the age of 7, “Mom, do you believe in Jesus? Do you believe in the devil?”  Her answer to  

the first question, “Yes, Suzy I believe Jesus is real. I don’t believe the devil is real and he won’t come  

after you.”  Even though my mom didn’t believe in the devil I was still afraid of the devil and didn’t know  

if he would appear one day with red horns on top of his head. I even made sure that my colored towels I  

used were not red in case he was looking. I was raised in the Catholic church. During my childhood years  

me and my family never read the Bible.   We always sat in a certain section in church every Sunday, each  

of us sat in a certain seat. After church our dad would take us for lunch at a restaurant. My mom never  

went to church. She just lay in bed and slept. One day I decided I was not going to go to church. My dad  

was not taking us that day. I watched as my sisters and brothers walk to church as I hid in the tall grass  

of the fields behind our backyard. I sat crouched down in the weeds thinking I’m lucky not to sit through  

another boring Mass with a boring sermon I don’t understand. After church I ran up to my brothers and  

sisters asking. “Did anyone miss me at church?”  

“No, they chimed in.” Good I thought, what a relief! My mom and dad never found out. I did feel bad  

though. 

When I became a teenager, the Catechism teacher said a certain immoral sexual act was  
 

like saying to God "I don't love you and the body you gave me" The Catechism teacher didn't explain  
 
why my actions would be bad to God. I felt confused about talking to God and afraid he might get  
 
angry. The Catechism teacher made me feel guilty of sex, and the message of God is not forgiving. After  
 
high school I didn’t go to church anymore. I felt religion was hard to understand and memorize. I knew I  
 
believed in Jesus, but I didn’t know how He saves people from sin, which the church did not preach. 
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CHILDHOOD ALIEN ABUDUCTION DREAMS 

As a child I had a reoccurring dream of being visited by aliens. I would be sleeping in my bed at night and  

everyone in my family was abducted except me and my baby brother Tommy. I felt the aliens came in  

from the fields where the spaceship landed.  Even though I didn’t see them (I was watching through  

their eyes) I would see the aliens go to Tommy’s room, take him out of his crib and bring him into the  

kitchen and put him in the microwave. I would get terrified, thinking to myself, “No, don’t do it, don’t  

turn on the microwave!” then I would end my dream. In my later years I felt the aliens were doing re- 

search on me and my brother at the soul level, but they returned our bodies before we woke up  

because we were “Crystal children” who were special children incarnate from a higher conscious planet.  

ALIEN GOVERNMENT CONSPIRACY THEORY 

Later on I would read about a conspiracy theory of the government having a contract with the aliens.  

They would have Top Secret information in Roswell, New Mexico over a spaceship landing and the  

government was doing research on these aliens. In a blog I read online it said if you had been abducted  

by alien spacecraft for research you would have certain reoccurring symptoms, such as; reoccurring  

nightmares, nosebleeds and possible dying young of a heart attack at a young age. I thought this sounds  

like me and my brother. My baby brother Tommy at age 2 would run off into the fields all the time. This  

I thought was because he knew were the spaceship the spaceship’s landed in my dreams. He also had a  

lot of nose bleeds as a child.  

ALIEN RACE THE GRAYS IN DIFFERENT BOOKS, ETC.   

The Grays are an alien race who were doing research on the human race. They had a contract with the  

US Government who let them work on us humans for a while, in exchange the Grays would give the US  

Government their technology. Later on I would be a companion for an elderly lady and she told me she  

was visited by FBI government officials when she was young because she published a short story that  

won an award in a children’s magazine about aliens and spacecraft.  
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The FBI first came to her dad’s doctor’s office looking for her, she overheard them talking and she hid in  

the closet. She told the FBI officials she came up with this from her imagination and didn’t know about  

the spacecraft landing in New Mexico. Sylvia Browne had in her book “Exploring Levels of Creation”  

mentioned that were beings called the Grays. She also mentioned that it was folklore about demons  

causing sickness, that it was an old wives tale back in the day. She also mentioned it was hard to pray to  

God. Years later I would go back to this  book in the library and the publishers edited out the section  

about the Grays and demons. 

CRYSTAL IMPLANT REMOVAL 

When I was in my twenties a friend at work told me about crystal implants in my aura. He told  

me about a couple who removed these crystal implants at different levels of your aura. We get these  

crystals put in previous lifetimes. The crystals are programmed to do certain things to people’s  

behaviors to stop them in this lifetime. He told me to go to crystal healers who had the ability to remove  

these crystals from different areas of your soul. My friend warned me to be careful driving because  

when he was on his way to get his crystals removed he had a hard time getting to the session. I figured  

the supernatural did not want him or me to get healed. When I got to the energy healers home I had to  

lay flat on a bed as they placed their hands three inches above my body. An immense heat as they  

swiped their hands over my body. They told me that in the time of Atlantis the government was  

controlling humans and animals behaviors so that we wouldn’t be able to do certain things in this  

lifetime. I had crystal rock implants removed from around my neck’s aura and elsewhere in my body.  

was told that back in the time of Atlantis the government had placed crystals in me to control me from  

rebelling against the government. They cut my head off and that is why I had pains in my neck.  
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MY FIRST PROPHETIC DREAM 

In the mid 90’s I had my first prophetic dream that I was in an army truck going to get the mark  

666. I thought, “I’m a good person, why am I in this truck?” I knew I couldn't get out of the truck, I felt  

fear knowing the army truck wasn’t going to stop or let me out. I didn’t want to go to the concentration  

camp to get the mark 666. I knew this was for the New World Order my friends talked about who were  

in the Militia. I was scared so I woke up. I put this dream aside and never thought anything more about it  

till years later.  I couldn’t see it happening in the world around me, so I thought it was just a dream. At  

the time I never read the Bible’s The Revelation of Jesus Christ 13:16: He caused all, both small and  

great, rich and poor, free and slave, to receive a mark on their right hand or on their foreheads.  I didn’t  

know this was a prophetic dream was about the End Times with the Antichrist having arrived on earth. I  

was one of the people that was not saved in the Spirit in my dream.  

HEALING MY RELATIONSHIPS THROUGH ADA 

In my twenties I read a book “Woman Who Love Too Much”. The book advocated a 12 step  

program Adult Daughters Anonymous aka ADA to heal from addicted relationships.  I could relate to the  

woman’s stories in the book since I felt this feeling sense of deep panic when the man I adored ended it  

with me. My girlfriend told me this one guy treated me like crap from what I told her what he did. I  

figured that is what I was expected in relationships since I grew up in a dysfunctional family. I was used  

to  being put down and unable to express my feelings. In the ADA group we had to admit we were  

powerless over our behavior in relationships and a power greater than ourselves could heal us.  We had  

a need for a Higher Power of our understanding to heal. This god “Higher Power” was hard to identify  

with so I began relying on my new Higher Consciousness.  My new god was not the God in the Holy  

Bible anymore. This god was more of a power source than an actual being. This Higher Power may  

initially be the group, a counselor’s support and guidance, the 12-Steps or the God of an individual’s  

personal understanding.  
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They also taught at the meetings to heal my “inner child” to recover. I felt this concept vague  

Since I don’t remember a lot of my childhood and it was hard for me to imagine an inner child inside me  

as a “being with feelings.”  The ADA group talked about getting in touch with your inner child through  

play. I felt I did get in touch with my inner child when I created my doll Melodie and acted her out with  

children when I was a nanny. I wrote a poem “Don’t Hurt My Melodie” to show a sad inner child named  

Melodie not wanting to get hurt by mean words anymore. Overtime the ADA group did not bring me any  

lasting recovery.  The people in the group talked about the same difficulties and I started reading New  

Age books  These groups helped for a little bit, but I felt it couldn’t heal me completely of my family  

dysfunction. I did keep the belief about my “Higher Power” as a universal energy source. I would later  

adopt a Buddha philosophy when I met a psychic many years later. 

MELODIE STARTS OUT AS HUMAN GIRL  

In the early 90’s I started drawing a cartoon character named Melodie Mezoree’. At first Melodie was a  

human girl and I drew her on bookmarkers to teach children about personal boundaries against  

strangers. Later Melodie would overcome her mother Razel who becomes an evil ice witch’s. Melodie  

and her cousin Sarah Star would put up shields to protect them from the mind control of Razel. In my  

children picture books I started drawing auras around the outside of the character’s bodies. The  

characters would be frozen and turned into a frozen objects.  I grew up in a verbally abusive home. To  

me I wanted a force field to shield me from everyone’s hurting words. My character Melodie would  

overcome her mother who brought her mean thoughts. I started putting the word “Higher Power” as  

something Razel would try to take away from Melodie’s mind.  

INSPIRATIONAL POEMS FOR CHILDREN BECOME MORE OCCULT  

My poetry was to empower abused children to create a better world through by using their  

imaginations. Poems such as “You Are A Creative Genius” got displayed at the Rendezvous of Hope,  

Hazelden's Recovery Center’s 50th anniversary in 1997. As time went on my poetry and writing for  
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children picture books would become more Occult, New Age and Wicca based. I put fantasy in my  

picture books like “Unfreezing Prince Emeray.” In my novel writings I started writing about heat and ice  

devices and magic more. Witchcraft entered into my artwork and writings I felt it was harmless.  

Everyone would say “there is always a witch in children fairytales, look at Hansel and Gretel.” 

RAZEL, MELODIE AND SARAH DRAWN   

Razel was drawn from an image I saw in the woodwork of my ceiling. Her face looked like Grace  

Jones. In 1993 I did a 2D animation with the antagonist mother Razel who had a human body. Razel  

became everything that could sting or scare Melodie and Sarah such as a bee, a spider and a bat.  

Melodie turned into either a mermaid, fairy or stayed a doll with a human cousin named Sarah Star  

turning into a frozen plant in these books.  

MELODIE DOLL AND RAZEL BECOMES A PUPPET  

In 1995 a seamstress Penny made a brunette Melodie puppet with wiggly eyes. When the  

eyes of the puppet fell off she had no pupils making her look scary. I had an evil voice I used for a  

doll named Sabrina and used it for the Razel puppet. I started performing with this puppet as a nanny  

for six years and later as a comic on stage in MN and south Florida.  When I did standup little did I know I  

was getting my ideas from my a supernatural source that was not good. When Razel would ask “Do you  

know why I have no pupils?” Then she would yell back to the audience “because I hate humans!”  

Melodie, Razel’s daughter was a ragdoll with yellow blond yarn hair. She had a much higher voice and  

she was used in my book readings of “Sarah’s Special Birthday” at Barnes and Nobles and schools. 

PSYCHICS TELL ME ABOUT SOULMATES 

While I was living in Minneapolis I rented an office studio in a mansion on Franklin Ave. I was  

working on audio of my cartoon characters for my book “Unfreezing Prince Emeray” I found similarities  

between me and a sound engineer. He was a base guitar player in the rock group Bad Finger. In 1998 I  

went to a psychic for soul mate matters because I saw so many similarities between me and an architect  
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who was in the same mansion that rented studio offices . She said we were soul mates and lived in  

another lifetime together but never hit it off. Later I would ask a psychic named Natalie with a strong  

accent from Sweden who said the architect, the sound engineer and me were all soul mates from the  

same soul family.   

ENERGY WORK, THE GODDESS & THE EGO INSTEAD OF DEVIL IN OUR MINDS  

 I kept going to psychic Natalie about soul mate matters in regards to the sound engineer, but  

 I became more fascinated with her wisdom. Natalie psychic abilities seemed mysterious to me.  She  

kept a secret about using her 3rd eye and how she channeled information like it was a secret gift only she 

could posses. She didn’t want to talk about chakras to me, she said she didn’t want me to mess around  

with them. 

 I was still wondering if Jesus and the Devil were real. I asked Natalie if Lucifer was real, her reply  

was, “God would never make a fallen angel like that.” No he is not real.” Then I asked the Natalie, “Who  

was Jesus speaking to in the desert?” She replied, “Jesus was speaking to in the desert for 40 days? She  

answered it was Jesus’s ego. His ego not the devil.” That seemed harder to believer than the devil  

talking to Him. I asked her how souls were created. Her answer was by a soul egg which broke off  

forming separate “soul families”.  

From 2004 to 2009 I would do energy work with her to be in communion with her god called the  

Goddess. I did breathing exercises, fire breaths which she claimed was her technique. She told me she  

could cure me faster than a psychotherapist and even Jesus himself. Talk about ego! Late I found out  

other psychics had the same philosophy and healing of “programs” as Natalie. When I went to Natalie  

years later she could not answer how or why  I got a certain burning pain.  
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OBJECTS DISAPPEAR 

  In 2010 I had a mystical experience of losing my keys nowhere to be found in my car or on the  

ground outside a storage unit. Six months later they were found 2 miles down at Planet Kid. The library  

emailed me telling me a lady found my keys in the grass with rust on them. I thought this was my angels  

protecting me. Was it my guardian angels (we have two) or a fallen angel on outside who dematerialized  

these keys? I felt they dematerialized my keys to protect me from by putting my bike outside my  
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apartment. The landlord of my apartment was going into my apartment when I was gone and watering  

down my bike outside and making it rust. In the past my keys would disappear out of nowhere in a  

mansion in Minneapolis that I lived at.  In 2014 money in the amount of $40.00 (2 twenties) just  

appeared outside my car. 

ONENESS BLESSING TECHNIQUE 

Around 2010 I started doing Oneness blessings were I lay my hands on top of people’s heads to make  

them become Enlightened. This Oneness Blessing technique was from channeled from above by a Hindu  

yogi who claimed he was God when he was a child. This Oneness blessing was to save the planet from  

destruction around the the year 2012 which was the Mayan calendar’s prediction of the End Times. The  

Oneness blessings of me and others who did this technique would control the mass consciousness which  

in turn would uplift the planet and keep it from its devastation.  

MORE PSYCHICS  

I started going to more types of clairvoyants--2012, aura reading psychics—2012, channeler at Crystal 

Garden Yolanda-Tarot card readers-2016 Denise--Angel card readers—2015 Twin soul—2012  

POWER ANIMAL READINGS 

In 2013 I became a power animal reader for family and friends. The confirmations to my power animal  

readings were amazing. In my readings in my head I would go underground in the middle of the animal  

readings were amazing. In my readings my thoughts would go underground in the middle of the earth in  



my power animal readings. I would see animals in different situations that would do certain things. I  

would touch the clients hand, then I started touching the clients photos if they were not there. I did  

readings on famous people by touching their photos. Finally I started doing readings on my cartoon  

characters. My characters were heat and ice characters so the animals that would show up in the  

readings were animals that could live in heat for the heat characters like Sarah Star.  
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BURNING PAIN FROM A VIRUS  

Later in 2012 I became very ill where I had burning pain in my pelvis for 7 months. I knew what  

the initial cause. I couldn’t understand why there was burning in my pelvis. I went to acupuncturists,  

acupressure specialists, herbalists, used electrical zappers and did yoga in the first year. I was down to  

95 pounds freezing myself at night with frozen eggplants on my pelvis. I had a nervous breakdown. My  

frontal lobe was off said an energy psychic who reads your spiritual field. Then in 2015 the burning in my  

pelvis started up again so I went to Shamans, Peru, crystal healers, John of God of Brazil who is a psychic  

healer. In the psychic healing at night a spider came out of me in a dream after I was clamped down with  

a metal brace. 

DAD HAD A CURSE ON HIM 

 I went to a Brazilian crystal healer Cristovoa Brilho who had me drink water with programmed crystals.  

I would later help my dad get better and live longer by being a segregate healer. Cristovoa would place  

crystals on me in certain spots. Cristovoa told me that my dad had a curse on him. That is when I figured  

I had a curse on me. After being a segregate for my father, I ended up with a salvia stone in my throat. I  

started to cough one day and I couldn’t stop. I was using cough drops all the time. Then one night I woke  

up at 3pm in the morning and banged on my back and looked down I opened the mini Bible and saw  

Jesus on one side and my dad on the other side of my dad’s obituary. The next morning I felt something  

coming up out of my throat and I figured it was a piece of garlic. I put my hand out to catch it and it was  



a salvia stone. I ended up having fungus in my throat and a doctor had to prescribe something for me.  

REIKI, CRYSTAL BEDS AND HYPNOSIS  

I then did Reiki. I went into a crystal beds with crystals and lights beaming down from above. I  

found out later from a Native American drummer that crystals enhance the pain. I did hypnosis. The  

hypnotist said that her sink had been dripping all weekend and she realized I was a witch in a past life.  

Later on when an African guy put a spell on me she told me to put 4 glass jars of my urine in 4 jars with  
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mirrors at the bottom of each jar and then place jars in the 4 corners of my apartment. This she was told  

by a witch she knew and it should block any spells he tried to send my way I did  

CHINESE HERBS AND ACUPUNCTURE  

Chinese herbs I had to cook from a Chinese herbalist. The acupuncture and acupressure does not work. 

None of these holistic modules made me feel better, in fact I would feel worse at times. 

PERU 2015 SHAMANS IN MOUNTAINS 

AFRICAN HERBALIST AND MAGIC WITCH DOCTOR 2016  

In 2016 I found an African herbalist online and who claimed you could be cured within 8 days of  

drinking an herbal formula from an African doctor. I was desperate for my pain had gone on too long.  

This online transaction ended up being a scam, for the herbalist wanted a lot of money for shipping and  

handling.  

THE AFRICAN MAGICIAN 2016  

I then went to an African magician to get my money back from African herbalist. I felt funny and did not  

African magician my full name and took off an app on my cell phone. I felt he was up to something so I  

consulted the previous hypnotist I went to.   

. Then the African magician  

emailed a year later with photos attached telling me was going to put a spell on me that involved a car  

crash and or a mind spell. He emailed me photos of people he had killed behind a hazy black curtain.  



SANTERIA, SAINTS CANDLES TO HEAL CURSES 2017          

In 2016 I went to two Episcopal churches for healing from my mysterious illness. They were  

burning candles to heal by saying prayers to the candle and having the Priest pray over me.  

I would be lost for another year, getting into praying to Catholic Saint through candle burning myself. 

In April I learned how to do reverse spells by doing Santeria candles placed on top of mirrors. I  

was taught by a Jamaican Tarot card reader.  My neighbor recently had placed a nail spell on me outside  

the door of my condo. She put sand on all my plants with nails under my welcome mat. I immediately  
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did a Santeria reverse candle with a mirror in the Pisces hour, this was according to a book entitled “The  

Magical Saints” and the confusion spell the neighbor put on me was lifted off from me I then started  

doing Catholic candles to get healed from my health problems, get money and break curses on my  

family.  I had instantly received money the next day after praying to one of the Mother Mary candles.  

VOICES IN MY HEAD, HALLUCINATIONS AND PROPHETIC DREAM 

Weeks following the music I listened to in my car was really loud and I noticed the wheels of the  

car next to  me getting closer and closer making me dizzy and  hurting my mind. I knew this was the  

African witch doctor. During this time bad things starting happening to me. I had a so called friend put  

poison on my hand through a business card he gave me. It swelled up and I went to the emergency  

room. When I got home around 2 in the morning I started hearing voices in my head telling me mean  

things about Jesus, making me hallucinate that Jesus thumb was a folic symbol. I looked at a drawing of  

Jesus and I heard a voice put a sexual message in my head that I would not repeat here.  

VOODOO DOLL IN A DREAM 

I saw in a dream the voodoo doll the African guy made on me. In other dreams of doors were 

slamming which I thought was the door to hell. In the Miami psychic’s book “The Miami Psychic" by  

Regina Milbourne she heard things crash as well. I did Catholic Saint candles, having 50 candles burning  

at a time to heal my family from curses, etc.. I even smelled sulfur in the morning and knew it was Satan  



because in the book smelled an awful smell after having a dream about Satan chasing her saying she  

owed him money for all his work he did for her. I wasn’t afraid after smelling the sulfur in the morning  

for the Miami psychic was not afraid and she kept doing her white magic saying she was a light worker. I  

felt I was a light worker as well, trying to heal my family from curses. After burning the candles down I  

would bury the candles in the soil in my backyard along with the gifts I gave the saints on these candles. 
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WHERE’S MY 3RD EYE?  

I didn't think I did anything bad up to this point until I started hallucinating candles crackling and  

almost lighting without my help. At first I thought I was getting more powerful as a white witch. But I  

started getting a freaky feeling that I had no control over what I was seeing and hearing. Then I thought  

the hallucinations where in my aura. Then I was told the my 3rd eye is in the middle of your brain in the  

thymus gland by a New Age shop owner said during a “Positive Thinking” classes at the library.  

I drove to the botanical shop where I bought the candles, Magical Saints book. The shoowner  

told me to take the word demon out of the petitions, and remove the petitions from under the candles,  

I immediately did it and felt lighter.  I started seeing cuts on my legs after I heard a large roar in my ears  

one night after the first sulfur smell. I felt it was a ghost. I called my Shaman friend who renounced his  

psychic powers and told me about a Deliverance Pastor Mark Chase in Fort Lauderdale. I told the  

Deliverance Pastor about my hallucinations and that I had scratches. He asked me if I did witchcraft. I  

said “Yes”. He said this is how the demons got in. The demons were now tormenting me knowing I was  

going to go to Jesus and be saved. Then Pastor Mark asked me if I was saved. I said I wasn’t sure. I did  

prayers to Jesus and put him in my petitions writing “In the name of Lord Jesus Christ.” I finally was  

saved at a church in Fort Lauderdale before I took the body and blood of Jesus. To not ask for  

forgiveness of sins before taking the blood and body of Jesus is cause for death. Most churches don’t 



preach this. I was saved by Jesus in November 2017, and baptized in December in a lake in South Florida.  

NEW AGE MOVEMENT FALSE TEACHINGS 

The Deliverance Ministry pastor said we do not have auras or chakras. I knew this was the New Age  

movement trying to fool people into believing we have  

auras and chakras so we couldn’t have sin in our bodies, let alone a place for the Holy Spirit. In the New  

Age you were taught you could be psychic and the mass consciousness was going to save the world.  

I learned that we have a body, soul and a spirit. 1 Thessalonians 5:23 That would make sense, because  
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we are made in God’s image—The Father, The Son and The Holy Spirit. God’s Holy Spirit resides in our  

spirit once we are reborn again in the spirit.    

DELIVERANCE SESSIONS 

I started going to a free deliverance service in a church in Ft Lauderdale. I was saved in the spirit there in  

November. I had 2 deliverances from demons within the next weeks. I have a video on “MY STORY” tab. 

The next Tuesday the Pastor walked up to me and I felt anger coming from me. I went to the  

front of the church and through the Holy Spirit the soul fragment of my father came up. The Pastor first  

brought up me as a little child. I raised my hands with 3 fingers in response to the Pastor asking how old  

I was. The soul fragment of my 3 year old self went to be with Jesus. The Pastor then asked me the little  

3 year old child to go be with Jesus. I felt safe and secure in Jesus’s arms. We played were he swang me  

around and I sat on his lap. I made a banner that said “JESUS LOVES ME”. Jesus hugged me and whipped  

away my tears. Jesus tucked me into bed. I was held up with angels with white wings. His light was  

shining above me. Jesus combed my hair nicely with a pink comb with red hearts. Jesus places a  

bandage on my skinned knee. And says “You are healed.” Then the Pastor talked to my dad’s soul  

fragment asking “Will this hold up to the Holy Spirit?” My dad’s soul fragment answered back, saying “I  

have a right to her, she is my blood.” The Pastor said ask the Holy Spirit for forgiveness. My dad’s soul  

fragment replied, “No, I will not.”  The Pastor then ordered my dad’s soul fragment to go to where Jesus  



sends him. Then the Pastor asked the demons to come up that were transferred to me from my dad  

during the molestation. They came up and were asked a series of questions. They were ordered to leave  

by the Pastor. During the expulsion I fell to the ground automatically and was hissing and screeching. My  

hands were digging into the floor. I felt exhausted after the deliverance. I lay with a robe over me as the  

Holy Spirit filled places vacated by the demons.  
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SELF DELIVERANCES  

I now do self deliverances with the Holy Spirit casting demons out of me. These are debts  

from my sin and my ancestors and my sins in this lifetime.  I am also breaking family curses through  

prayers on www.youtube and Deliverance pastors in Fort Lauderdale. I still have a lot of deliverance's to  

do for my sin debt is still there. At the time I was doing candles I was going to college at DMAC. I had  

confiding in my college administrator and told her about the candles and how I knew how Jesus was  

pure and Holy when he manifested in Mary because he had no sin and didn’t have any family curses for  

his birth was immaculate  I was telling Liz the administrator about how scared I was for everyone after  

having demons talking to them in my head. This was before I was Saved. I was on fire for Jesus in before  

I was Saved. Most churches of today don’t teach the True Gospel of Jesus Christ.  The churches don’t  

make repentance and being Saved a part of their sermons. 

GETTING RID OF OCCULT OBJECTS, WRITINGS, PAINTINGS, ETC. 

 During deliverance a demon came up and said “I know where she buried the candles.” The  

Pastor replied, it doesn’t matter if she can’t find them she just renounced the witchcraft curse. My body  

shook with anger, a roar in response came from my mouth as my fingers turned into claws.  

The demons get more power and have legal rights to you if you don’t get rid of objects to the Occult.  

I started removing photos and blogs off of my 3 main websites. I took down the cartoon character  



websites.  the internet of pictures of my books readings, photos of me with cartoon characters with  

witchcraft.  

NIGHTMARES OF HARRY POTTER STUFF        

I had a nightmare about Harry Potter. Children and teenagers need to be educated on this  

witchcraft book, the occult and Satanism. Witchcraft is real and can do real harm, such as kill people.  

When you are sealed with the Holy Spirit no witchcraft can affect you. You should still do warfare  

prayers. I will be putting up Personal Warfare Prayers soon on this site.  
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MY MOM IS IN HEAVEN  

Shortly after I was reborn in the Spirit, I made sure my mom was. I sent her information on how  

to be saved and then called her when she was in the hospital on February 10, 2018. The Holy Spirit  

Saved my mom on February 10th and 3 months later she passed on May 27th. I prayed non-stop in the  

name of Jesus all day all weekend, crying I asked Jesus to show me a prophetic dream she would be ok.  

He showed me a the day before she died she was on a 30 foot tall white horse with red hair. I thought  

red hair? I realized the next day, you get younger when you are in Heaven. She was surrounded by at  

least 20 big 30 foot white horses on either side of her in Heaven. About 30 miles below her was a dingy  

black demon with black broken wings attached to a sky scrapper. (She was born and raised in NJ) Then I  

saw 30 miles below this demon a shaft door. It looked like a shaft in the ceiling like in a Tom Kruse movie  

where he goes through the ceiling.   The shaft opened but no one went in. The next day she passed. The  

dream that night was the a white scroll opened The Lambs Book of Life. My mom’s name Ruth Mary  

Chevalier was written on the first line. The second line said Baby Christian and it was blank below. She  

had not read her Bible yet for she had bad eyesight. I knew she was in Heaven Thank You Jesus! I also  

realized that the mansion in a dream that I was in with my mom looking really young next to me was in  

Heaven.  

ANOTHER PROPHETIC DREAM  



Since the dream in the 90’s where I was on an army truck going to get the mark 666, I had a  

dream this spring of 2018 that showed I was outside behind a pillar at the Broward County College.  A  

group of people going to get on the army truck. People were being rounded up to get on these trucks.  

There was a big tanker next to the guy who had a loud speaker shouting to everyone to get on the  

trucks. I was not in the group of people. Jesus was showing I was observing now only. Is Jesus showing  

me I am not getting the mark 666? I know now the first prophetic dream of the 90’s Jesus was telling  
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me I wasn’t Saved in the spirit. He gave me the gift of prophecy at the time. The other side (demonic) 

stole this gift of prophecy to use for them as a power animal reader for the dark side years later. 

I was glad, I am Saved. Thank you Jesus for purifying my Spirit with Your Holy Spirit, redeeming my soul  

and sealing me you’re your Holy Spirit for my day of redemption.  

EVANGALIZING FOR THE KINGDOM OF GOD  

 Now I have a tract that I wrote. In the beginning I would had out deliverance prayers with a poem I  

wrote entitled “God’s Victorious Day” Then I started asking people on the streets if they believed in  

Heaven and hell. A lot of people said they did. I would tell them how to be Saved by Jesus, that we are  

body, soul and spirit, that our soul needs to be redeemed, we need the Holy Spirit to get to Heaven, how  

the angels come down in the supernatural and wipe our black heart to red and break our yoke of sin. I  

also tell them they get the invisible mark of God on their forehead, the seal of the Holy Spirit.  

Earlier this summer I was so happy to walk down Lake Worth Road and do the repentance prayer with a  

homeless guy, he thanked me and I gave him my can of tea. It made my week, and thought of him when  

I got gloomy at times. I also send people emails of PDF books on Heaven and hell, the blood of Jesus  

books, and links on internet. 

I KNOW THE TRUTH BEHIND THESE NIGHTMARES, THEORIES AND CRYSTAL IMPLANTS 

I know now that these were demons causing my bad nightmares as a child. Also Satan can make things  



manifest like a spacecraft to fool the human population of earth to believe there is life on other planets.  

He will do anything for humans knowing the Gospel of Jesus Christ. Also these spacecrafts  can make  

people write about past lives and future lives on other planets. You will get a planet all to yourself is one  

of the false religions out there. If people are spotting UFO’s they are actually fallen angels in the 1st and  

2nd heavens displaying themselves as UFO’s.  Fallen angels are that big. Is the government hiding  

something? If Satan can fool all of us with the fallen angels he can fool the government as well. As you  

see the elderly lady I worked for came up with the spacecraft from her imagination. I had dreams about  
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it so it which I know were the demons in my soul scaring me. Mary K Baxter talks about in her book “A  

Divine Revelation From Hell that during the Tribulation Satan will put people in the “mind eraser”  

machines—sounds something like the microwave I dreamed my brother Tommy was being put into by  

the so called “aliens” in my childhood dream.  

Satan can make statues talk, like dolls can talk and crystal skulls do to people now. Those are demons  

talking these objects.  

The frogs come out of the False Prophets mouth in The Book of Revelations 16:13-14 And I saw  

three unclean spirits like frogs coming out of the mouth of the beast, and out of the mouth of the false  

prophet.14. For they are spirits of demons, performing signs, which go out to the kings of the earth and  

of the whole world, to gather them to the battle of that great day of God Almighty.  

The demons are in the objects as you can see in The Book of Revelations. Satan will make supernatural  

stuff to believe now and to get them to do his bidding.   

Also on earth during the tribulation to see and believe he is the real God. In The book of  

REVELATION 13:13 He performs great signs, so that he even can make fire come down from heaven on  

the earth in the sight of men. He can fool the government now into believing these UFO’s were made in  

outer space and crashed here. 

Remember God created all things. He is supernatural and so are we. We have a supernatural soul and  



Spirit. We inherit curses and blessing from our ancestors. God is the same yesterday, today and  

tomorrow and His promises He stands on for He is true and just. We have to start shifting our thinking  

to realizing we have power and authority in Christ Jesus. God gave us the Spiritual Warfare tools to  

conquer the enemy which is Satan and his kingdom. Ephesians 6:11-19 Lets put on the full armor of  

God everyday. Great book to get is Derek Prince Book on Spiritual Warfare (see books)  

Let’s take the offense now as Christians the children of God! Give Glory and Honor to God Almighty!   

Amen 

 


